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Content
Steca's solar thermal products ensure the safe, effective operation of solar energy systems for domestic 
water heating and back-up heating. the centrepiece of a solar thermal system is the solar controller 
which uses the sun as a supply of energy in conjunction with the solar collectors, storage tanks and 
circulation pumps. It also monitors and controlls technical procedures. the wide range of solar thermal 
products stands out in terms of high efficiency and ease of operation. this makes the sun – thanks to 
Steca – into an everyday energy source which can be taken as a matter of course. 

»Hot water from tHe Sun  
for batHS and SHowerS, 
waSHIng and HeatIng«

Explanation of symbols for insidE pagEs

    Collector array
 This controller controls a solar energy  system 
 with a collector array

 Collector array on an east/west roof
 This controller controls a solar energy system with  
 collector arrays on a roof with an east/west orientation

 1 storage tank
 This controller can control a solar energy system 
 with 1 storage tank

 2 storage tanks
 This controller can control a solar energy system 
 with 2 storage tanks

 3 storage tanks
 This controller can control a solar energy system 
 with 3 storage tanks

 4 storage tanks
 This controller can control a solar energy system 
 with 4 storage tanks

 Control of radiator heating  circuits
 This controller is suitable for controlling a 
 radiator heating circuit

 Control of surface heating circuits
 This controller is suitable for controlling  
 a surface heating circuit

 Heating circuit control 
 external temperature guided

  Heating circuit control  
 room  temperature guided

 Plate heat exchanger
 This controller is suitable for hygienic fresh water 
 heating in the continuous flow principle

Exclusion of liability
Steca Elektronik GmbH reserves the right to supplement and change the product range offered in the catalogue, or to remove products from the range. Please contact Steca if you require additional 
or more up-to-date  product information. The information in this catalogue is not exhaustive. We compiled this information with care. In spite of this, it may not have been updated or may no longer 
be applicable in individual cases. We accept no liability for imprecise or missing information in this catalogue.
Copyright Steca Elektronik GmbH ("Steca"). Steca is a protected trademark of Steca Elektronik GmbH. This trademark may only be used by third parties with our express prior permission. The sole 
owner of the rights to the images and logos and texts is Steca. Steca allows the free use of product pictures and graphics in the context of the presentation of its own products, as long as neither 
product pictures nor graphics are altered or edited, in particular with regard to cropping, modification, distortion or other deformations. The permission of Steca must always be gained for any other 
commercial use. "Steca Elektronik GmbH" must always be indicated as the source of the images. In return for the provision of the pictures free of charge, Steca requests a sample copy when they 
are used in print media, and a brief notification when they are used in film and electronic media. You agree that this agreement does not require a signature in order to become valid. The pertinent 
laws of the Federal Republic of Germany apply for the use of this catalogue by third parties and the use of the corres ponding terms and conditions.
Images from Steca, www.burger-fotodesign.de, www.fotothanner.de, www.photocase.com and www.marx-studios.de, www.fotolia.com,  www.istockphoto.com
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»we are tHInkIng of tomorrow.«

Services and production have an ecological 
future at the memmingen electronics speci-
alist company Steca. the company makes a 
worldwide contribution to reducing power 
consumption and allowing alternative ener-
gy sources to be used efficiently by provi-
ding high-performance products. 

Steca has established a wide base in order 
to achieve these goals. the company offers 
electronic services for residential, automoti-
ve, agricultural, environmental, traffic and 
building technology and also for the indus-
trial and medical sectors. the company also 
develops products for the environmentally 
friendly use of solar energy under the brand 
name of Steca. Steca elektronik is one of the 
few manufacturers that cover all three seg-
ments of the solar market: Pv grid feeding 

systems, off-grid Pv systems and solar thermal 
systems. Steca also produces battery charging 
systems that extract the maximum potential 
from the energy storage system. 

Steca sets a good example in its own pro-
duction methods: the company uses only ma-
nufacturing processes that conform to strict 
ecological criteria. Steca is actively involved in 
research projects for efficient energy use and 
climate protection. the german federal go-
vernment therefore listed Steca as an authori-
ty for energy generation in the environmental 
technology atlas „green tech made in germa-
ny“. 

Steca‘s environmental policy is based on 
sustainability and environmental compati-
bility, with a view to providing services and 
producing products for an ecological future. 

the company considers the whole value-
added chain from this perspective and 
also involves its suppliers and customers. 
Steca is certified in accordance with ISo 
14001:2004 and organised in accordance 
with the eu environmental management 
and audit Scheme.

Environmental  
protection in series »Simple business processes, fair partnerships 

and transparent communication contribute 
to our joint success.«

Full power for you: Management board Peter and Michael Voigtsberger

54   tHe ComPany  tHe ComPany    
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Solar thermal systems convert incident solar irradiation into heat that is used to heat domestic hot 
water or for additional heating. the solar irradiation is converted into heat in the collector whose main  
component is a selectively-coated absorber. the heat is pumped via a closed piping system, the solar 
circuit, from the collector to the storage tank. the solar energy system not only provides hot water in 
the summer and in transitional periods, but can even provide some in winter. a frost-resistant mixture of 
water and glycol is used to prevent the heat-transfer fluid freezing in the solar circuit. the mature, high-
performance technology from Steca guarantees that a large proportion of the hot water requirement 
can be provided for by using solar energy. 

»modular ConCePtS for  
IndIvIdual aPPlICatIonS.« SyStem  

overvIew
 solar controllers

 Heating and domestic  
hot water controllers

 system controllers

 remote displays

7  SyStem overvIew  
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Overview of devices:

Key:

A  Solar collector
B  Solar pump station
C  Storage tank
D  Boiler
E  Water withdrawal

the transport of heat from the collector to 
the storage tank is controlled according to 
the temperature difference. the control-
ler starts the circulation pump of the solar 
circuit as soon as the temperature in the 
collector is several degrees warmer than the 
temperature at the bottom of the storage 
tank. this transports the solar fluid from the 
collector to the lower heat exchanger, where 
the heat is transferred to the drinking water 
in the storage tank via the solar circuit heat 
exchanger. the cooled solar fluid then flows 
back to the collector in the return pipe.

the heated drinking water rises in the 
storage tank. the water is stratified in the 
storage tank according to its density or 
temperature: the hottest water is at the top 
(where it is tapped), the coldest water is at 
the bottom (where cold water is fed in).

with the current standard system size for 
one to two family houses (approx. 1.0 to 
1.5 m² collector surface per person and 
approx. 80-100 l storage tank volume), in 
summer, the drinking water is primarily he-
ated by the solar energy system. this results 
in an annual solar coverage (percentage of 
the total energy requirement for heating 
drinking water provided by solar energy) of 
approx. 60%. the remaining 40% must be 
covered by back-up heating. this is generally 
provided by a boiler and by the upper heat 
exchanger for back-up heating, which is lo-
cated in the storage tank. 

you can select a tailor-made controller 
from the Steca solar thermal controller pro-
duct family based entirely on the require-
ments of your solar energy system. a range 
of monitoring and control functions guaran-
tee that your solar system runs safely and 
maximise its service life.

Key:

A  Solar collector
B  Storage tank
C  Pool
D  External heat exchanger
E  Pumps
F  Temperature sensor

steca tr 0301
solar controller
3 inputs, 1 output
(Page 20)

steca tr 0603mc
solar controller
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 38)

steca tr 0603mc

steca tr 0201
solar controller
2 inputs, 1 output
(Page 19)

steca tr 0301sc
solar controller
3 inputs, 1 output
(Page 22)

steca tr a301 pWm
solar controller
3 inputs, 1 Pwm output
(Page 23)

steca tr a501 t
solar controller
5 inputs, 1 output
(Page 24)

steca tr a502 tt
solar controller
5 inputs, 2 outputs
(Page 28)

steca tr a503 ttr
solar controller
5 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 32)

steca tr a503 ttr

SOLAR CONTROLLERS 
as temperature differential controllers

8 9 Solar ControllerS      Solar ControllerS
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application of the heating controller 
steca tH a603 m (master)

Heating controller 
steca tH a603 m 

(master)

Heating controller
steca tH a603 ms 
(slave)

Heating controller 
steca tH a603 ms 
(slave)

Heating controller
steca tH a603 ms 
(slave)

steca tpC 1 bus steca tpC 1 bus steca tpC 1 bus

V1 V2 V3 V4

VR

VZ

Steca 
TPC 1-Bus

four-stage cascade: 
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Overview of devices:

before saving energy became relevant in 
everyday life, people regulated the tempe-
rature in their homes simply by opening and 
closing the manual valves on the radiators: 
this required a constant high temperature 
(70°C to 90°C) of the water in the boiler. 
this is anything but resource-saving heating 
techno  logy!

the use of so-called mixers repre-
sents significant progress in this area: 
they direct cooled return water to the 
hot boiler or buffer storage tank water,
to ensure that the supply temperature (tem-
perature of the heating water flowing to the 
radiators and underfloor heating system) 
complies with the actual heat requirement. 
the heating circuit controller controls this 
process depending on the room or external 
temperature. 

the automatic heating circuit controller 
is the most energy-efficient type of heating 
circuit control: a constant comparison of the 
external or guide room temperature with 
the selected room temperature keeps the 
losses in the piping system as low as pos-
sible via constant adjustment of the supply 
temperature.

Heating drinking water energy-efficiently and hygienically is the responsibility of demand-
dependent fresh water technology. It considerably reduces the risk of contamination and 
legionella multiplication.

If fresh water is withdrawn, the domestic hot water controller detects the removal and 
has the discharge pump withdraw hot water from the buffer storage tank via the plate heat 
exchanger.  the plate heat exchanger heats the water using the continuous flow heater 
principle. the domestic hot water controller controls the pump speed of the discharge pump 
so that the hot water temperature is kept constant at the value set even if the withdrawal 
quantity changes.

this intelligent control system guarantees low return temperatures to the buffer storage 
tank and unrestricted hot water comfort.

fresh water technology is the ideal addition to all heating systems which use buffer sto-
rage tanks: e.g. solar thermal systems, wood-fired boilers, heat pumps and water heating 
stoves.

Key:

A  Flow rate meter
B  Storage tank
C  Radiator
D  External heat exchanger
E  Pumps
F  Temperature sensor
G Mixer
H 3-way valve

steca tH a603 m
Heating controller
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 48)

steca tf a603 mC
dHW controller  
(stand-alone)
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 55)

steca tf a603 mCK
and steca tf a603 Ks
dHW controller 
(master and slave)
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 56)

steca ta fV1
remote control for the 
heating controllers 
steca tH a603 m and 
steca tH a603 ms
(Page 67)

steca ta af1
External temperature 
sensor for the heating 
controllers  
steca tH a603 m and 
steca tH a603 ms
(Page 67)

steca tH a603 ms
Heating controller (slave)
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 50)

steca tr a501 t
solar controller
5 inputs, 1 output 
(Page 24)
Alternative usage:
– Thermostat
– Thermostatic back-up heating
 – Circulation pump control
– Solid fuel boiler back-up heating
– Storage tank reloading
– Heating return increase

steca tH b402m
return flow mixing 
controller
4 inputs, 2 outputs
for return flow mixing 
(Page 52)

steca tf b001
dHW controller
(compact)
1 input, 1 output
(Page 53)

steca tf b202
dHW controller
(compact)
2 inputs, 2 outputs
(Page 54)

HEATING AND 
DOMESTIC HOT 
WATER CONTROLLERS

10 11 HeatIng and domeStIC Hot water ControllerS      HeatIng and domeStIC Hot water ControllerS
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Example of application 1:
System controller Steca tr 
0603mc with the expansion 
module Steca te a603

Example of application 2: 
System controller Steca 
tr 0603mc with the heating 
controller Steca tH a603 mS 
and the expansion module 
Steca te a603
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a 
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C
 1
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Expansion module
Steca TE A603

Expansion module
Steca TE A603

Expansion module Expansion module
Steca TE A603

St
ec

a 
TP

C
 1

 b
u

s

Heating controller
Steca TH A603 MS

Expansion module
Steca TE A603

Expansion module Expansion module
Steca TE A603
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Increasing energy prices drive the operating 
costs for room heating and drinking water 
heating ever upwards. greater use of re-
newable energy sources is the only way to 
become gradually more independent of this 
trend. using less fossil fuels has a desirable 
side effect: 

a significant reduction in Co2 emissions.
So-called system controllers are designed 

to maxi mise the heat yield of these complex 
systems – they are specialised in optimising 
the interaction of  various heat sources, hy-
draulic versions and loads.

the Steca system controllers fulfill the-
se demands: their intelligent control con-
cept guides the heat management of the 
entire system and guarantees convenient, 
demand-oriented and reliable provision of 
heat primarily from renewable energy sour-
ces, always focusing on maximum system 
efficiency.

this is proven by the recorded measure-
ment data which documents yields and 
consumption; remote data transmission, 
visualisation and analysis software replace 
cost-intensive on-site maintenance of the 
system.

the Steca system controllers offer also high flexi bility and modula-
rity: in addition to numerous pre- programmed hydraulic versions, 
optional functions allow individual integration in the existing hy-
draulic system. expansion modules allow the system to be expanded 
as required.

 SYSTEM CONTROLLERS

Overview of devices:

Key:

A  Solar collector
B  Storage tank
C  Radiator
D  External heat exchanger
E  Pumps
F  Temperature sensor
G 3-way valve
H  Mixer
I Flow rate meter

steca tr 0603mc
solar controller as system 
controller  
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 38)

steca tE a603
Expansion module for the 
solar controller steca tr 0603mc 
and the heating controller 
steca tH a603 m 
(Page 60)

steca ts analyzer 2
analysis software for solar 
controllers
(Page 66)

steca tH a603 ms
Heating controller (slave)
(Page 50)

steca tH a603 m
Heating controller as 
system controller
(Page 48)

1312  SyStem ControllerS       SyStem ControllerS



steca tr a503 ttr
solar controller 

with micro sd card

server monitoring via 
internet

Cable modemCable modem

monitoring via 
smartphone or 

laptop

steca tK rW2
ifa router

monitor or 
projector*

or 
LAN

mediabox 

steca tr a503 ttr

www.steca.com    

smart phone, laptop, monitor: 
Everything is possible!
monitoring solar systems is now far more 
convenient with the wireless remote display 
and the Steca tr 0603mc and Steca tr a503 
ttr solar controllers.

thanks to a graphical display of the so-
lar system information and all relevant 
measurements that the solar controller 
transfers to the receiving device per router, 
the system can now be controlled conveni-
ently from your couch. 

optimum system monitoring via 
the internet remote display
the Steca Internet remote display allows 
permanent monitoring and performance 
analysis of one or more solar energy sys-
tems. the Steca tk rw2 Ifa router allows 
visualisation of the operation of solar ther-
mal systems: temperature and performance 
data are clearly displayed for analysis in an 
Internet browser window.

 

Overview of devices:

steca tr 0603mc
solar controller
6 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 38)

steca tK rW2
ifa-router
(Page 64)
Ill. similar

steca tr a503 ttr
solar controller
5 inputs, 3 outputs
(Page 32)

*with HDMI, DVI or composite video input

solar controller (steca tr a503 ttr or steca tr 0603mc) 
with the steca tK rW2 ifa router, several Wlan clients 
and an internet connection

Solar energy system with two storage tanks 
displaying the current measured temperature 
values,  instantaneous power, daily, annual and 
total energy  balance and CO2 saving

Current measured temperature values 
displayed on the daily diagram

Login page at www.solarthermalweb.de

Professional system analysis with the 
Steca TS�Analyzer�2  software 

REMOTE DISPLAYS
monitor the solar energy system remotely – 
now even from your living room!

14 15  remote dISPlayS remote dISPlayS    
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the entire Steca product portfolio is hallmarked by high performance, convenient installation and easy 
operation. Steca solar controllers using energy provided by the sun lie at the core of a solar thermal sys-
tem. Heating circuit controllers provide resource-saving and energy-efficient control of heating circuits. 
the Steca fresh water controllers provide direct and hygienic heating of drinking water. thanks to Steca, 
the solar energy is used efficiently to provide an unlimited degree of hot water convenience.

»HIgH PerformanCe teCHnology 
for maXImum ConvenIenCe« ProduCtS

solar controllers 

  Heating controllers

  domestic hot water controllers 

  Expansion modules

17   ProduCtS
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tr 0201

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W

Inputs 2
2 x temperature (Pt1000)

output 1
1 x switch output relay (r1),

max. 800 w (230 v)

turn-on temperature difference 4 k ... 20 k

turn-off temperature difference 2 k ... 18 k

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 134 x 137 x 38 mm

weight 250 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

T

T

system types

solarthermal systems

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

T

T

T

Storage tank reloading

T

T

T

Heating return increase

further system types

www.steca.com    

 Steca TR 0201
2 inputs,1 output
the Steca tr 0201 solar thermal controller provides everything your 
solar thermal system requires for safe and long-lasting operation.

the microprocessor-controlled regulator monitors and controls 
solar thermal systems by means of a collector array and a storage 
tank.

apart from controlling the solar energy system, the controller also 
performs important system monitoring and safety functions. the 
system parameters and measured values can be viewed and altered 
via the lCd display. the controller is equipped with two inputs for 
recording the temperature and one output for controlling the solar 
circuit pump. the range of features of the Steca tr 0201 is sup-
plemented by numerous additional functions such as a maximum 
storage tank temperature function, a tube collector function, an 
anti-freeze function, as well as a choice of temperature indications 
in either degrees Celsius (°C) or fahrenheit (°f).

the operational safety of the system is supported by a sophistica-
ted fault diagnosis. the lCd display ensures quick and safe location 
of occurring errors and facilitates quick troubleshooting.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ maximum storage tank temperature
 ∙ adjustable switch-on temperature difference
 ∙ adjustable switch-off temperature difference
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ temperature display °C / °f
 ∙ Collector overtemperature disconnection
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation

displays
 ∙ text lCd display
 ∙ temperature display for storage tank and collector
 ∙ Pump operating status display

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off
 
functions
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze

18 19 Solar ControllerS      Solar ControllerS

areas of application: inputs/outputs:
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tr 0301

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W

Inputs 3
3 x temperature (Pt1000)

output 1
1 x switch output relay (r1),

max. 800 w (230 v)

turn-on temperature difference 8 k

turn-off temperature difference 4 k

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 134 x 137 x 38 mm

weight 250 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

tr 0301 U

System voltage 120 v aC, 60 Hz
optional 240 v aC, 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W [≤ 0.001 HP]

Inputs 3
3 x temperature (Pt1000)

output 1
1 x switch output relay (r1),

max. 400 w  / 0.5 HP (120 v aC)
or 800 w / 1 HP (240 v aC)

line cord 75 inch, 3 x 18 awg at 221 °f

turn-on temperature difference 16 f

turn-off temperature 
difference

8 f

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +45 °C [+113 °F]

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 160 x 157 x 47 mm
[6.3 x 6.18 x 1.85 inch]

weight 350 g [12.35 oz]

temperature sensors 
2 x Pt1000

1.5 m [59 inch]
silicone cable with bushing

(Measuring range up to + 180 °C [+356 °F])

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TR 0301
3 inputs, 1 output
the Steca tr 0301 was the first controller on the market to be equip-
ped with a graphic display, on which an animated solar circuit of 
a solar energy system fully indicates the operating status of the 
system.

the clearly arranged display ensures easy operation using picto-
grams. the controller was jointly designed with an internationally 
renowned design centre. the controller is used for monitoring and 
controlling solar thermal systems with one collector array and one 
storage tank. In addition, the controller performs important system 
monitoring and safety functions to ensure safe and long-lasting 
operation of the entire system. the numerous additional functions 
of the Steca tr 0301 also include a maximum storage tank tempe-
rature function, a tube collector function, an anti-freeze function, 
a holiday and storage recool function as well as a choice of tempe-
rature indications in either degrees Celsius (°C) or fahrenheit (°f). 
the operational safety of the system is supported by a sophisticated 
fault diagnosis. the multi-coloured lCd backlighting ensures quick 
and safe location of occurring errors and facilitates quick trouble-
shooting.

 Steca TR 0301 U
3 inputs, 1 output 
the Steca tr 0301 u controller was specially developed for the 
north american market based on the Steca tr 0301 basic controller. 
with its special certification (etl label) from a nationally recognized 
testing laboratory (nrtl) in the uS, the controller meets the sa-
fety standards and minimum requirements of the north american 
market.

a feature of the Steca tr 0301 series of controllers is the animated 
graphic display, which offers a complete visualisation of the solar 
energy system‘s operating status and solar circuit.

the clearly arranged display ensures easy operation using picto-
grams. the controller was jointly designed with an internationally 
renowned design centre. the controller is used for monitoring and 
controlling solar thermal systems with one collector array and one 
storage tank. In addition, the controller performs important system 
monitoring and safety functions to ensure safe and long-lasting 
operation of the entire system. the numerous additional functions 
of the Steca tr 0301 u also include a maximum storage tank tem-
perature function, a tube collector function, an anti-freeze function, 
a holiday and storage recool function as well as a choice of tempe-
rature indications in either degrees Celsius (°C) or fahrenheit (°f). 
the operational safety of the system is supported by a sophisticated 
fault diagnosis. the multi-coloured lCd backlighting ensures quick 
and safe location of occurring errors and facilitates quick trouble-
shooting.

the Steca tr 0301 u controller is supplied with a pre-fitted uS 
mains connection cable and a preinstalled, pluggable pump output.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ maximum storage tank temperature
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ temperature display °C / °f
 ∙ Collector overtemperature disconnection
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation

displays
 ∙ graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ maximum storage tank temperature
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ temperature display °C / °f
 ∙ Collector overtemperature disconnection
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation

displays
 ∙ graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top 

system type

system type

1 collector array

1 collector array

20 21Solar ControllerS      Solar ControllerS
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tr 0301sc

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W

Inputs 3
3 x temperature (Pt1000)

output 1
1 x triac for speed control (r1),

max. 250 w (230 v)

turn-on temperature difference 8 k

turn-off temperature difference 4 k

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 134 x 137 x 38 mm

weight 250 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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tr a301 pWm

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W

Inputs 3
2 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm vfS 1-12
(temperature / flow rate)

output 1
r1: switched triac output for pump power 

supply, max. 250 w (230 v)
C: Pwm control signal for pump speed, 

8 ma; 5 v; 250 Hz

turn-on temperature difference 8 k

turn-off temperature difference 4 k

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 134 x 137 x 38 mm

weight 250 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

V
Grundfos 
Direct SensorsTM

T

T T
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 Steca TR 0301sc
3 inputs, 1 output
the Steca tr 0301sc controller is the speed-controllable version of 
the basic controller, the Steca tr 0301.

In addition to the speed control of the solar circuit pump, the 
Steca tr 0301sc also allows logging of the solar circuit pump‘s hours 
of operation, as well as recording the minimum and maximum tem-
perature values of the collector and the storage tank. 

the controller is used for monitoring and controlling solar thermal 
systems with one collector array and one storage tank. equipped 
with an animated and clearly arranged graphic display, the Steca tr 
0301sc visualizes the operational status as well as the complete solar 
circuit of the solar energy system. the consistent use of pictograms 
helps make the controller easy to operate. the controller also per-
forms important system monitoring and safety functions to ensure 
safe and long-lasting operation of the entire system. the numerous 
additional functions of the Steca tr 0301sc also include a maximum 
storage tank temperature function, a tube collector function, an 
anti-freeze function, a holiday and storage recool function as well 
as a choice of temperature indications in either degrees Celsius (°C) 
or fahrenheit (°f). the operational safety of the system is supported 
by a sophisticated fault diagnosis. the multi-coloured lCd backlight 
ensures quick and safe location of occurring errors and facilitates 
quick troubleshooting.

 Steca TR A301 PWM
3 inputs, 1 pWm output
the Steca tr a301 Pwm controller was designed for use with new 
high-efficiency, cost and energy saving solar heating pump techno-
logy. this latest generation of electrically commutated circulation 
pumps have an integrated frequency converter and a permanent 
magnet motor. the Pwm control signal must be specially activated 
in order to control this type of high-efficiency eCm pump. with this 
pulse width modulated dC square-wave signal the Steca tr a301 
Pwm controller can automatically exactly adapt the pump speed via 
a separate control cable to match the continually changing require-
ments of the system.

In addition to Pwm speed control of the solar circulation pump, 
the Steca tr a301 Pwm also allows hydraulic compensation of the 
solar energy system via grundfos direct Sensorstm.

the clear, graphically animated display provides visualisation of 
the current operating status and also the complete solar circuit. 
the consistent use of pictograms helps make the controller easy to 
operate.

the controller also performs important system monitoring and 
safety functions to ensure safe and long-lasting operation of the 
entire system.

the operational safety of the system is supported by a sophistica-
ted fault diagnosis. the multi-coloured lCd backlight ensures quick 
and safe location of occurring errors and facilitates quick trouble-
shooting.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ maximum storage tank temperature
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ logging of minimum and maximum temperature values
 ∙ temperature display °C / °f
 ∙ Collector overtemperature disconnection
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation

displays
 ∙ graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top 

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control via pulse width modulation (Pwm) 
 ∙ maximum storage tank temperature
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ logging of minimum and maximum temperature values
 ∙ temperature display °C / °f
 ∙ Collector overtemperature disconnection
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation
 ∙ flow rate and temperature display using 
grundfos direct Sensorstm 

displays
 ∙ graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems 
and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ flow rate acquisition for hydraulic compensation
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze

system type with one storage tank

system type with one storage tank

1 collector array

1 collector array
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tr a501 t

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 1
1 x triac for speed control (r1),

max. 250 w (230 v) or
Pwm control signal for pump speed 

(Pwm r1)

Hydraulic schemes 8

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 300 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TR A501 T
5 inputs, 1 output 
the Steca tr a501 t solar thermal controller has been developed to 
be especially efficient in the widest possible range of applications. It 
is an ideal solution for all single-circuit systems. 

the compact designer casing can be superbly integrated into solar 
stations, but can of course also be installed on walls or top-hat rails.

a special switched-mode power supply ensures maximum effi-
ciency and economic operation: this reduces own consumption to 
a minimum and the variable input voltage allows universal use of 
the device anywhere in the world. the innovative electronic load 
control technology protects the controller against overloading and 
installation errors.

the Steca tr a501 t has a triac output for speed control that 
can also be used as a Pwm output for controlling a high-efficiency 
pump. the equipment is rounded off by five inputs for recording 
temperature and pulses.

together with an external pulse encoder, the integrated calorime-
try system allows the acquisition of numerical information  on the 
solar yields of the system. the clear, graphically animated display 
provides visualisation of the system and the current operating sta-
tus. the consistent use of pictograms guarantees easy operation.

the Steca tr a501 t controller is especially suitable for monito-
ring and controlling solar thermal systems with a single collector ar-
ray or simple solar-heated swimming pools. alternatively, numerous 
pre-programmed configurations are provided for individual use in 
other applications, such as back-up heating, solid fuel boilers, ther-
mostats, differencial thermostats / storage tank reloading, return 
increases and circulation systems.

the Steca tr a501 t also provides important system monitoring 
and safety functions, such as special error displays for rapid cor-
rection of system malfunctions. this ensures long-term, safe and 
reliable operation of the entire solar system.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and pulse width modulation (Pwm) ensure 
electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and wide-range 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Heat quantity (pulse  generator, determination)
 ∙ display showing Co2 savings
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top

system types

solar thermal systems

further system types
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 Steca TR A501 T U
5 inputs, 1 output
the Steca tr a501 t u controller was especially developed as a com-
pact, efficient and universally applicable solar controller and is the 
ideal solution for all single-circuit systems. the particularly compact 
designer casing can be superbly integrated into solar pump stations, 
but can of course also be installed on walls or top-hat rails.

a specially constructed switched-mode power supply ensures 
maximum efficiency and economic operation. this reduces own 
consumption to a minimum and the variable input voltage allows 
universal use of the device anywhere in the world. the innovative 
electronic load control technology protects the controller against 
overloading and installation errors.

the Steca tr a501 t u has a triac output for speed control that 
can also be used as a 0-10 v output (Pwm output on request) for 
controlling a high-efficiency pump. the equipment is rounded off by 
five inputs for recording temperature and pulses.

together with an external pulse encoder, the integrated calorime-
try system allows the acquisition of numerical information on the 
solar yields of the system.

the clear, graphically animated display provides visualisation of 
the system and the current operating status. the consistent use of 
pictograms guarantees easy operation of the controller.

the Steca tr a501 t u controller is especially suitable for monito-
ring and controlling solar thermal systems with a single collector ar-
ray or simple solar-heated swimming pools. alternatively, numerous 
pre-programmed configurations are provided for individual use in 
other applications, such as back-up heating, solid fuel boilers, ther-
mostats, differencial thermostats / storage tank reloading, return 
increases and circulation systems.

the Steca tr a501 t u also provides important system monitoring 
and safety functions, such as special error displays for rapid cor-
rec-tion of system malfunctions. this ensures long-term, safe and 
 reliable operation of the entire solar system.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and 1-10 v control signal (Pwm control 
signal on request) ensure electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Heat quantity (pulse generator, determination) 
 ∙ display showing Co2 savings
 ∙ drain back
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
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tr a501 t U

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 2
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 130 w / 0.17 HP (120 v aC) or
0 -10 v control signal for pump speed 

(0 -10 v r1, 0 -10 v r2 ) / 
Pwm control signal on request

Hydraulic schemes 8

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +50 °C [+122 °F]

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm
[4.33 x 6.3 x 2.01 inch]

weight 300 g [10.58 oz]

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

T

T

Direct flow-through, intelligent 
pump control

T

T

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control
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Storage tank reloadingBack-up heatingThermostat

T
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T

T

T

T T

Heating return increase

Circulation function 
(controlled by temperature / time)

Solid fuel boiler

system types

solar thermal systems

further system types
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tr a502 tt

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 2
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v) or
Pwm control signal for pump speed (Pwm r1, Pwm r2)

additional output 1 x potential-free switching output 
for the safety extra-low voltage

Hydraulic schemes 11

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 350 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TR A502 TT
5 inputs, 2 outputs 
the Steca tr a502 tt controller is an ideal solution for all double-
circuit systems. It monitors and controls solar thermal systems with 
up to two differently aligned collector arrays or a maximum of two 
domestic hot water or buffer storage tanks. 

the Steca tr a502 tt is also distinguished by the compact casing, 
which is typical for this series of devices. It can be superbly integra-
ted into solar stations, but of course it can also be installed on walls 
or top-hat rails. the variable input voltage range allows universal use 
of the device worldwide. 

the solar controller has five inputs for acquisition of temperature 
and pulse information and two outputs. these can also be used for 
controlling high-efficiency pumps. the device is equipped with an 
additional alarm output. the operating states are visualised on an 
animated, clearly arranged display. 

together with an external pulse encoder, the integrated calorime-
try system allows the acquisition of numerical information  on the 
solar yields of the system.

the controller can be used in a wide range of applications and is 
exceptionally easy to configure and operate: 11 system configura-
tions are pre-programmed. the inputs and outputs are already de-
fined and you can see what is connected at a glance. Installers only 
need to set the boundary parameters. the system setting ”0.1” al-
lows free selection of the controller functions to suit the system type 
and operating requirements. the ability to be mounted on a wall 
or top-hat rail emphasises the flexible range of uses for the device.

the specially constructed switching power supply in the Steca tr 
a502 tt, which is used in all controllers of this series, ensures the 
maximum possible efficiency and economic operation. 

the new electronic load control system protects the device from 
overloading and installation errors. this ensures long-term, safe and 
reliable operation of the entire solar system.

the Steca tr a502 tt also provides important system monito-
ring and safety functions. this ensures long-term, safe and reliable 
operation of the entire solar system. for rapid correction of system 
malfunctions special error displays are shown.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and pulse width modulation (Pwm) ensure 
electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and wide-range 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller deployment
 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off 

functions
 ∙ Heat quantity (pulse  generator, determination)
 ∙ display showing Co2 savings
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ active cooling (e.g. to avoid stagnation)
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array2 collector arrays (east/west roof))

systems with a swimming pool

1 collector array

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array
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Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Direct flow-through, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

T
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Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

T
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Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

T
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T TT

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase
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 Steca TR A502 TT U
5 inputs, 2 outputs
the Steca tr a502 tt u controller is an ideal solution for all double-
circuit systems. It monitors and controls solar thermal systems with 
up to two differently aligned collector arrays or a maximum of two 
domestic hot water or buffer storage tanks.

the Steca tr a502 tt u is also distinguished by the compact ca-
sing, which is typical for this series of devices. It can be superbly 
integrated into solar stations, but of course it can also be installed 
on walls or top-hat rails. the variable input voltage range allows 
universal use of the device worldwide.

the solar controller has five inputs for acquisition of temperature 
and pulse information and two outputs. these can also be used for 
controlling (0 -10 v / Pwm on request) high-efficiency pumps. the 
device is equipped with an additional alarm output. the operating 
states are visualized on an animated, clearly arranged display.

together with an external pulse encoder, the integrated calorime-
try system allows the acquisition of numerical information on the 
solar yields of the system.

the controller can be used in a wide range of applications and is 
exceptionally easy to configure and operate: 11 system configura-
tions are pre-programmed. the inputs and outputs are already de-
fined and you can see what is connected at a glance. Installers only 
need to set the boundary parameters. the system setting ”0.1” al-
lows free selection of the controller functions to suit the system type 
and operating requirements. the ability to be mounted on a wall 
or top-hat rail emphasizes the flexible range of uses for the device.

the specially constructed switching power supply in the Steca tr 
a502 tt u, which is used in all controllers of this series, ensures the 
maximum possible efficiency and economic operation. 

the new electronic load control system protects the device from 
overloading and installation errors. this ensures long-term, safe and 
reliable operation of the entire solar system.

the Steca tr a502 tt u also provides important system monito-
ring and safety functions. this ensures long-term, safe and reliable 
operation of the entire solar system. for rapid correction of system 
malfunctions special error displays are shown.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and 1-10 v control signal (Pwm control 
signal on request) ensure electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller deployment
 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ Heat quantity (pulse generator, determination) 
 ∙ display showing Co2 savings
 ∙ drain back
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ active cooling (e.g. to avoid stagnation)
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output
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tr a502 tt U

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W [≤ 0.001 HP]

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 2
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 130 w / 0.17 HP (120 v aC) or
0 -10 v control signal for pump speed 

(0 -10 v r1, 0 -10 v r2) / 
Pwm control signal on request

additional output 1 x potential-free switching output 
for the safety extra-low voltage

Hydraulic schemes 11

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +50 °C [+122 °F]

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm [4.33 x 6.3 x 2.01 inch]

weight 350 g [12.35 oz]

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array2 collector arrays (east/west roof))

systems with a swimming pool

1 collector array

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array
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Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Direct flow-through, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control
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Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control
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Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control
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Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase
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 Steca TR A503 TTR
5 inputs, 3 outputs 
along with the tr a501 t and tr a502 tt controllers, the tr a503 
ttr is the third product in this series, which have a compact desi-
gner housing allowing universal use.

the tr a503 ttr extends the functionality of this series of de-
vices by providing additional system monitoring functions. data can 
be stored on standard micro-Sd cards and Internet visualisation is 
possible via the Steca tk rw2 Ifa router. when used in conjunction 
with an external pressure sensor, the „System pressure monitoring“ 
controller function provides additional system monitoring. an addi-
tional controller output that can be individually customised for addi-
tional controller functions is also provided.

as with the other products in this series, a specially constructed 
switching power supply provides maximum efficiency and economic 
operation. this reduces own consumption to a minimum. the varia-
ble input voltage range allows universal use of the device worldwide. 

the tr a503 ttr has two speed-controllable triac outputs, that 
can also be configured as Pwm outputs for controlling high-effici-
ency pumps and a relay switched output for additional controller 
functions. the equipment is rounded off by five inputs for recording 
temperature and pulses.

the integrated calorimetry system allows the acquisition of numeri-
cal information on the solar yields of the system. for more deman-
ding requirements, this can of course be expanded using an external 
pulse encoder or an additional grundfos direct Sensors™.

Steca tr a503 ttr controller monitors and controls solar thermal 
systems with two differently oriented collector arrays and a maxi-
mum of two domestic hot water or buffer storage tanks. the third 
controller output can be individually customised for additional con-
troller functions.

11 pre-programmed systems enable universal usage. the  Steca tr 
a503 ttr also provides important monitoring and safety functions 
such as special error messages to quickly troubleshoot faults. 
as with the other products in this series the new constructed elec-
tronic overloading control protects the tr a503 ttr against overloa-
ding and installation errors.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and pulse width modulation (Pwm) ensure 
electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and wide-range 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection
 ∙ Communication interface for Internet visualisation using a 
Steca tk rw2 Ifa router

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off 

functions
 ∙ data logging to a micro-Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensors™, pulse  generator, 
determination)

 ∙ display showing Co2 savings
 ∙ System pressure monitoring (e.g. grundfos direct Sensors™)
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ active cooling (e.g. to avoid stagnation)
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

External heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent valve control

Direct flow-through, 
intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the  external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

External heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the  external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, zone  loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

systems with a swimming pool

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array

tr a503 ttr

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional intputs 2
1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm 

(temperature / flow rate)
1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm 

(temperature / pressure)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2), 

max. 250 w (230 v) or Pwm control signal for pump 
speed (Pwm r1, Pwm r2)

1 x switch output relay (r3), 
2 a, 115 v aC ... 230 v aC

additional output 1 x potential-free switching output 
for the safety extra-low voltage

Hydraulic schemes 11

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 370 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

datalogging on micro sd card and analysis software 
steca ts analyzer 2

the Steca tr a503 ttr stores the 
solar thermal system‘s  operational 
data on a micro-Sd card. the  ana lysis 
software  tS analyzer 2  visualises 
the system results.

steca tr a503 ttr solar controller with the steca 
tK rW2 ifa router, several Wlan clients and an 
internet connection (page 65)

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

Steca TS Analyzer 2
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 Steca TR A5 03 TTR U
5 inputs, 3 outputs
along with the tr a501 t u and tr a502 tt u controllers, the tr 
a503 ttr u is the third product in this series, which have a compact 
designer housing allowing universal use.

the tr a503 ttr u extends the functionality of this series of de-
vices by providing additional system monitoring functions. data can 
be stored on standard micro-Sd cards and Internet visualisation is 
possible via the Steca tk rw2 Ifa router. when used in conjunction 
with an external pressure sensor, the „System pressure monitoring“ 
controller function provides additional system monitoring. an addi-
tional controller output that can be individually customised for addi-
tional controller functions is also provided.

as with the other products in this series, a specially constructed 
switching power supply provides maximum efficiency and economic 
operation. this reduces own consumption to a minimum. the varia-
ble input voltage range allows universal use of the device worldwide.

the tr a503 ttr u has two speed-controllable triac outputs, that 
can also be configured as 0-10 v outputs (Pwm on request) for 
controlling high-efficiency pumps and a relay switched output for 
additional controller functions. the equipment is rounded off by five 
inputs for recording temperature and pulses.

the integrated calorimetry system allows the acquisition of numeri-
cal information on the solar yields of the system. for more deman-
ding requirements, this can of course be expanded using an external 
pulse encoder or an additional grundfos direct Sensors™.

Steca tr a503 ttr u controller monitors and controls solar ther-
mal systems with two differently oriented collector arrays and a 
maximum of two domestic hot water or buffer storage tanks. the 
third controller output can be individually customised for additional 
controller functions.

11 pre-programmed systems enable universal usage. the Steca 
tr a503 ttr u also provides important monitoring and safety func-
tions such as special error messages to quickly troubleshoot faults.

as with the other products in this series the new constructed 
electronic overloading control protects the tr a503 ttr u against 
overloading and installation errors.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: Solar pump stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and 1-10 v control signal (Pwm control 
signal on request) ensure electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection
 ∙ Communication interface for Internet visualisation using a 
Steca tk rw2 Ifa router

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ data logging to a micro-Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator, 
determination)

 ∙ drain back
 ∙ System pressure monitoring (e.g. grundfos direct Sensorstm)
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ active cooling (e.g. to avoid stagnation)
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

External heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent valve control

Direct flow-through, 
intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the  external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

External heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the  external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, 
intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, zone  loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

systems with a swimming pool

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array

tr a503 ttr U

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 0.8 W [≤ 0.001 HP]

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional intputs 2
1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm (temperature / flow rate)
1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm (temperature / pressure)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2), 

max. 130 w / 0.17 HP (120 v aC) or 0 -10 v 
control signal for pump speed 

(0 -10 v r1, 0 -10 v r2) / 
Pwm control signal on request

1 x switch output relay (r3), 
2 a, 115 v aC ... 230 v aC

additional output 1 x potential-free switching output 
for the safety extra-low voltage

Hydraulic schemes 11

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +50 °C [+122 °F]

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm
[4.33 x 6.3 x 2.01 inch]

weight 370 g [13.05 oz]

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

datalogging on micro sd card and analysis software 
steca ts analyzer 2

the Steca tr a503 ttr u stores the 
solar thermal system‘s  operational 
data on a micro-Sd card. the  ana lysis 
software  tS analyzer 2  visualises the 
system results.

steca tr a503 ttr U solar controller with the steca 
tK rW2 ifa router, several Wlan clients and an 
internet connection (page 65)

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array
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Standard:
with mains connection 
cable and pump sockets

Pump sockets 
Mains connection cable

Option 1:
without mains connection  
cable and pump sockets

1/2“ knockouts for individual 
connection

Option 2:
without installation box
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 Steca TR 0502 U
5 inputs, 2 outputs
the Steca tr 0502 u controller was specially developed for the 
north american market based on the Steca tr 0502 basic controller. 
with its special certification (etl label) from a  nationally recognized 
testing laboratory (nrtl) in the uS, the controller meets the safety 
standards and minimum requirements of the north american market.

the equipment is connected inside the installation casing using 
either a plug & play solution for the mains and pump connections or 
alternatively 1/2 inch cut-outs.

this controller provides everything to operate your solar thermal 
system safely over a long service life. the Steca tr 0502 u controller 
monitors and controls solar thermal systems with two differently 
oriented collector arrays and a maximum of two domestic hot water 
or buffer storage tanks. the large graphic display shows the anima-
ted control circuits, which allows you to view the operating statuses 
of each system. the clearly arranged display ensures easy operation 
using pictograms. Pre-programmed systems enable universal usage. 
the Steca tr 0502 u controller has five inputs for recording tempe-
ratures or pulse values, as well as two outputs (one is speed-control-
led) for controlling pumps or switching valves.

display examples 
the display examples shown here are merely a selection,  designed to 
show the many and diverse function displays of the solar controller 
Steca tr 0502 u.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Plug & play for 120 v aC mains and pump connections in 
installation casing

 ∙ Screwed connections facilitate fast sensor installation
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation 
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

options
 ∙ Installation casing with 1/2 inch cut-outs as an alternative 
to plug & play

functions
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator, 
determination)

 ∙ Heating return increase
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ timer
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output
 ∙ two loading zones

tr 0502 U

System voltage 120 v aC, 60 Hz
optional 240 v aC, 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W [0.003 HP]

Inputs 5
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm 
(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 2
1 x triac for speed control (r1),

max. 230 w / 0.3 HP (120 v aC)
1 x switch output relay (r2), 

max. 400 w / 0.5 HP (120 v aC)
or r2 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output

line cord 75 inch, 3 x 18 awg at 221 °f

Hydraulic schemes 14

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +45 °C [+113 °F]

Interfaces rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 178 x 90 mm
[6.69 x 7.0 x 3.54 inch]

weight 1.4 kg [45.01 oz]

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

Systems

FunktionenFunktionenFunktionenFunctions Circulation

1

Quick charge

V
KWh T T

Heat quantity Difference Thermostat

English

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Direct flow-through, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

systems with a swimming pool

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Direct flow-through, intelligent pump 
control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array
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Example of application 1:
Steca tr 0603mc solar controller with the Steca tH a603 mS hea-
ting controller and the expansion module Steca te a603
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 Steca TR 0603mc
6 inputs, 3 outputs 
the Steca tr 0603mc solar thermal controller unites the features 
of the already successful Steca tr 0502 and tr 0603 temperature 
differential controllers.

as a particular highlight, the Steca tr 0603mc stores the system‘s 
operational data on a Sd card. the 40 pre-programmed systems 
and numerous additional functions allow universal use of the con-
troller. the large graphic display shows the animated control circuits, 
which allows you to view the operating statuses of each system. 
the Steca tr 0603mc has six inputs for recording temperatures or 
pulse values, as well as an extra grundfos direct Sensorstm input 
for combined temperature and flow rate measurement. Pumps and 
switching valves are controlled using three outputs, some of which 
can be speed controlled.

product features
 ∙ flexible and expandable
 ∙ master-slave concept
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ Seasonal systems (loading of pool / storage tank according 
to the time of the year)

 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ modular extensions are possible with heating circuit 
controllers and expansion modules

 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ data logger on Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse  generator, 
determination)

 ∙ Heating return increase
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ bypass
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ timer
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ anti-legionella cyclical storage tank heating
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output
 ∙ two loading zones

13
6

148

17
0

46
21

11

170

tr 0603mc

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)
1 x switch output relay (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)

or r3 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output

Hydraulic schemes 40

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces Sd card, rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

data logging Sd card

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

datalogging on sd card and analysis software 
steca ts analyzer 2
the Steca tr 0603mc stores the solar thermal system's  operational 
data on an Sd card. the analysis software   tS analyzer 2 visualises 
the system results.

St
ec

a 
TP

C
 1

 b
u

s

Heating controller
Steca TH A603 MS (max. 3x)

Expansion module
Steca TE A603 (max. 3x)

Example of application 2: 
Steca tr 0603mc solar controller with the Steca tk rw2 Ifa router, 
several wlan clients and an internet connection

server monitoring via 
internet

Cable modemCable modem

steca tr 0603mc 
solar controller 

with sd card

monitoring via 
smartphone or 

laptop

ifa-router 
steca tK rW2

monitor or 
projector*

or 
LAN

steca tr 0603mc 

projector*
mediabox 

*with HDMI, DVI or composite video input
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External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control, heating return 
increase

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

External heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Direct flow-through, intelligent pump 
control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Direct flow-through, intelligent pump 
control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external 
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent val-
ve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control, heating return increase

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal/external heat exchanger,  
intelligent pump control

Internal/external heat exchanger,  
intelligent valve control

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks and a swimming pool

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array

1 collector array

systems with a swimming pool

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

1 collector array

systems with three storage tanks

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)
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tr 0603mc U

System voltage 120 v aC, 60 Hz
optional 240 v aC, 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W [0.003 HP]

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),
max. 130 w / 0.17 HP (120 v aC)

1 x switch output relay (r3), max. 400 w / 0.5 HP 
(120 v aC)

or r3 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output

line cord 75 inch, 3 x 18 awg at 221 °f

Hydraulic schemes 40

ambient temperature 0 °C [+32 °F] ... +45 °C [+113 °F]

Interfaces Sd card, rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

data logging Sd card

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 178 x 90 mm
[6.69 x 7.0 x 3.54 inch]

weight 1.5 kg [48.23 oz]

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

Example of application:
Steca tr 0603mc u solar controller with the Steca tk rw2 Ifa router, 
several wlan clients and an internet connection

Standard:
with mains connection 
cable and pump sockets

Pump sockets 
Mains connection cable

Option 1:
without mains connection  
cable and pump sockets

1/2“ knockouts for individual 
connection

Option 2:
without installation box
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 Steca TR 0603mc U
6 inputs, 3 outputs
the Steca tr 0603mc u controller was specially developed for the 
north american market based on the Steca tr 0603mc basic con-
troller. with its special certification (etl label) from a nationally re-
cognized testing laboratory (nrtl) in the uS, the controller meets 
the safety standards and minimum requirements of the north ame-
rican market.

the equipment is connected inside the installation casing using 
either a plug & play solution for the mains and pump connections or 
alternatively 1/2 inch cut-outs.

as a particular highlight, the Steca tr 0603mc u stores the system‘s 
operational data on a Sd card. the 40 pre-programmed systems and 
numerous additional functions allow universal use of the controller. 
the large graphic display shows the animated control circuits, which 
allows you to view the operating statuses of each system. 

the Steca tr 0603mc u has six inputs for recording temperatures 
or pulse values, as well as an extra grundfos direct Sensorstm input 
for combined temperature and flow rate measurement. Pumps and 
switching valves are controlled using three outputs, some of which 
can be speed controlled.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ Seasonal systems (loading of pool / storage tank according 
to the time of the year)

 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Plug & play for 120 v aC mains and pump connections in 
installation casing

 ∙ Screwed connections facilitate fast sensor installation
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

options
 ∙ Installation casing with 1/2 inch cut-outs as an alternative 
to plug & play

functions
 ∙ data logger on Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator, 
determination)

 ∙ Heating return increase
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Holiday (storage tank recooling)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ Storage tank quick charge
 ∙ bypass
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ timer
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ anti-legionella cyclical storage tank heating
 ∙ display storage tank top
 ∙ alarm output
 ∙ two loading zones 

datalogging on sd card and analysis software 
steca ts analyzer 2
Steca tr 0603mc u stores the solar thermal system's  operational 
data on an Sd card. the analysis software  tS analyzer 2 visualises 
the system results.

server monitoring via 
internetCable modemCable modem

steca tr 0603mc U 
solar controller 

with sd card

monitoring via 
smartphone or 

laptop

ifa-router 
steca tK rW2

monitor or 
projector*

or 
LAN

steca tr 0603mc U 

projector*
mediabox 

*with HDMI, DVI or composite video input
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External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control, heating return 
increase

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

External heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, zone loading, 
intelligent valve control

Direct flow-through, intelligent pump 
control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Direct flow-through, intelligent pump 
control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Stand-alone operation of the external  
heat exchanger, intelligent pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control, heating return increase

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent  
valve control, heating return increase

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal/external heat exchanger,  
intelligent pump control

Internal/external heat exchanger,  
intelligent valve control

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks and a swimming pool

systems with one storage tank and a swimming pool

1 collector array

1 collector array

systems with a swimming pool

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

1 collector array

systems with three storage tanks

1 collector array

systems with two storage tanks

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)
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 Steca TR 0704
7 inputs, 4 outputs
the Steca tr 0704 system controller is a universal controller for so-
lar energy and heating systems. In addition to a selection of pre-
programmed basic systems, freely programmable individual system 
configurations can also be realised.

the standard Steca tr 0704 has three calorimeters and one 
hours-of-operation logger for each of the four controller outputs. 
a special feature is the ability to not only display the current values 
of temperature, irradiation and energy volumes, but also to display 
the accumulated values over several days in the form of a graphical 
curve via a graphical lCd display. the modular construction of the 
Steca tr 0704 system controller allows the control system to be 
expanded with up to four extra Steca ta 0403 I/o modules. every 
extra I/o module has its own microprocessor with four temperature 
recording inputs and three switching outputs, some of which can be 
speed controlled. this means that the controller can be expanded 
at any time to a maximum of 23 inputs and 16 outputs. the basic 
version of the Steca tr 0704 system controller has seven inputs for 
recording temperature, irradiation or flow rate and four outputs for 
controlling circulation pumps or switching valves. Communication 
with external peripherals is provided by an IS bus, an alarm output 
and an rS232 interface.

product features
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Storage tank target temperature loading
 ∙ remote data transfer and remote parameter setting
 ∙ modular extension with I/o module is possible
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ Single-language menu navigation, different languages available
 
functions
 ∙ data logger integrated
 ∙ Heat quantity (pulse generator)
 ∙ Heating return increase
 ∙ reduction of stagnation phases
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ thermostat
 ∙ differential thermostat
 ∙ timer
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-freeze
 ∙ anti-legionella cyclical storage tank heating
 ∙ alarm output
 ∙ radiation switch
 ∙ Synchronised output
 ∙ two loading zones

systems with one storage tank

1 collector array 2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

systems with four storage tanks

1 collector array 

15
2

44

215

13
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tr 0704

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 3 W

Inputs 7
2 x temperature (Pt1000) or radiation

5 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 4
2 x triac for speed control,

max. 250 w (r1), 480 w (r2) (230 v)
2 x switch output relay (r3, r4),

max. 800 w (230 v)
or r4 voltage free

Hydraulic schemes >70

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces rS232, IS bus

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 215 x 152 x 44 mm

weight 570 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
pump control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

External heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Internal heat exchanger, intelligent 
valve control

Examples of system types
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Modem Modem

is bus

is bus

is bus

is bus

fault reporting 
output

rs232 serial data bus

rs232 serial data bus

application functions of the steca ta 0403 expansion 
module  with the steca tr 0704 solar controller 
(schematic representation):

systems with three storage tanks

1 collector array 

systems with two storage tanks

1 collector array 2 collector arrays (east/west roof)

2 collector arrays (east/west roof)
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 Steca TH A603 M
Heating circuit controller (master)
the Steca tH a603 m is a stand-alone heating circuit controller for 
regulating mixed heating circuits easily and efficiently.

to limit the degree of loss as effectively as possible while ensuring 
the single-room control (e.g. thermostatic valve) operates optimally, 
the supply temperature in the heating circuit must be continuously 
adjusted. the necessary supply temperature is determined by the 
Steca tH a603 m controller based on the ambient temperature and/
or the temperature of a control room and is set by the regulated 
mixer.

the heating circuit can be regulated on the basis of atmospheric 
conditions or a control room to ensure requirements are met as ef-
fectively as possible. both radiator and surface heating circuits are 
available. the many functions built into the Steca tH a603 m such 
as surplus management, heat quantity measurement, building frost 
protection, holiday reduction and screed drying ensure that system 
operation is both reliable and convenient.

animated control circuits are displayed on the unit's large gra-
phic display to visualise each of the system's operating statuses. the 
Steca tH a603 m includes six inputs for recording temperatures or 
pulse values as well as an additional grundfos direct Sensorstm input 
for combined temperature and flow rate measurement. the heating 
circuit pump and the mixer valve are controlled via three outputs.

product features
 ∙ flexible and expandable
 ∙ master-slave concept
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ modular extensions are possible with heating circuit controllers 
and expansion modules

 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ buffer storage tank loading
 ∙ Surplus management
 ∙ remote control
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator)
 ∙ building frost protection
 ∙ night-time reduction, night-time shut-off
 ∙ Holiday reduction
 ∙ Screed drying

tH a603 m

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000) / remote control

1 x temperature (Pt1000) / remote control or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac mixer valve control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)
1 x relay pump control (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)

additional output 1 x alarm output or backup heating requirement

Hydraulic schemes 4

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

graphic display
the heating controller tH a603 m is also equipped with a fully ani-
mated graphic display. this serves to represent the different system 
layouts and numerous functions in a clearly laid out display that is 
easy to understand. the strength of this controller lies in its ease of 
use and high level of  functionality.

bus connection
the system can be expanded by integrating the Steca tH a603 mS 
(Slave) heating controller in the Steca tPC 1 bus of the Steca tH 
a603 m heating controller. up to three Steca tH a603 mS (Slave) 
heating controllers can be operated on the Steca tPC 1 bus of the 
Steca tH a603 m (master).

T

T

T

T

TT
T

T

System with surface heating, 
external temperature guided heating 
circuit control

System with surface heating, 
room temperature guided heating 
circuit control

System with radiator, external 
temperature guided heating circuit 
control

System with radiator, room 
temperature guided heating circuit 
control

Display examples

Example of application:
Heating controller Steca tH a603 m with the heating 
controller Steca tH a603 mS

Steca TPC 1 busSteca TPC 1 bus

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 M (Master)

External temperature 
 sensor Steca TA AF1

Remote control 
Steca TA FV1

Accessories

remote control steca ta fV1 
the Steca ta fv1 remote control 
allows the room temperature to be 
recorded, adjusted and the opera-
ting mode to be changed for a hea-
ting circuit remotely.

External temperature sensor 
steca ta af1 
the external temperature sensor 
Steca ta af1 is required to record 
the external temperature for wea-
ther-guided heating circuits.

basic systems

system types

T
TT

T
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tH a603 ms

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000) / remote control

1 x temperature (Pt1000) / remote control or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac mixer valve control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)
1 x relay pump control (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)

additional output 1 x alarm output or backup heating  requirement

Hydraulic schemes 4

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

www.steca.com    

 Steca TH A603 MS
Heating circuit controller (slave)
the Steca tH a603 mS is a heating circuit controller (Slave) for re-
gulating mixed heating circuits easily and efficiently. It was specially 
designed to expand the Steca tr 0603mc system controller and Ste-
ca tH a603 m (master) heating circuit controller.

maximum energy efficiency and optimal operation of individual 
room control (e.g. thermostat valve) require continuous adjustment 
of the supply temperature. Steca tH a603 mS determines the re-
quired supply temperature in accordance with the external tem-
perature or the temperature of a guide room, which then sets the 
activated mixer.

Steca tH a603 mS works with radiators and with surface heating 
circuits. the many functions built into the Steca tH a603 mS  such 
as surplus management, heat quantity measurement, building frost 
protection, holiday reduction and screed drying ensure that system 
operation is both reliable and convenient.

up to three Steca tH a603 mS heating circuit controllers can be 
connected as bus slaves via the Steca tPC 1 bus to the Steca tr 
0603mc (master) system controller or the Steca tH a603 m (master) 
heating circuit controller. the functions and parameters for the Ste-
ca tH a603 mS are set via the user-friendly operating menu of the 
master, which also provides information on the current operation of 
the system. four leds provide information on the operating status 
of each slave.

product features
 ∙ flexible and expandable
 ∙ master-slave concept
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation

displays
 ∙ measured values via the Steca tr 0603mc graphical 
lCd display or the Steca tH a603 m (master)

 ∙ 4 leds show operating states

operation
 ∙ user-friendly operation by using the Steca tr 0603mc 
or Steca tH a603 m (master) menu system

 ∙ Side button for tPC 1 bus addressing

functions
 ∙ buffer storage tank loading
 ∙ Surplus management
 ∙ remote control
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator)
 ∙ building frost protection
 ∙ night-time reduction, night-time shut-off
 ∙ Holiday reduction
 ∙ Screed drying

bus connection
the respective system can be expanded by connecting the tH a603 
mS (Slave) heating controller to the  Steca tPC 1 bus of the Steca 
tr 0603mc system controller or Steca tH a603 m (master) heating 
controller. up to three Steca tH a603 mS heating controllers can be 
connected as bus slaves.

T

T

T

T

TT
T

T

System with surface heating, 
external temperature guided heating 
circuit control

System with surface heating, 
room temperature guided heating 
circuit control

System with radiator, external 
temperature guided heating circuit 
control

System with radiator, room 
temperature guided heating circuit 
control

basic systems

system types

Example of application 1:  
System controller Steca tr 
0603mc with the heating 
controller Steca tH a603 mS

Example of application 2: 
Heating controller Steca tH a603 
m with the heating controller 
Steca tH a603 mS

Steca TPC 1 busSteca TPC 1 bus

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 M (Master)

External temperature 
 sensor Steca TA AF1

Remote control 
Steca TA FV1

External temperature 
 sensor Steca TA AF1

Steca TPC 1 bus

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

Heating controller 
Steca TH A603 MS (Slave)

System controller
Steca TR 0603mc (Master)

Steca TPC 1 bus

External temperature sen-
sor Steca TA AF1

Remote control 
Steca TA FV1

External temperature sen-
sor Steca TA AF1

Steca TPC 1 bus

Accessories

remote control steca ta fV1 
the Steca ta fv1 remote control 
allows the room temperature to be 
recorded, adjusted and the opera-
ting mode to be changed for a hea-
ting circuit remotely.

External temperature sensor 
steca ta af1 
the external temperature sensor 
Steca ta af1 is required to record 
the external temperature for wea-
ther-guided heating circuits.
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 Steca TF B001
domestic hot water controller (compact)
Steca tf b001 is a particularly cost-effective domestic hot water 
controller for heating drinking water directly and hygienically in a 
continuous-flow water heating principle for fresh water stations 
with ranges from 0-20 l/min, 0-40 l/min and 0-80 l/min.

In order to minimise the measurement sensor equipment required 
for efficiency reasons, a new intelligent and self-learning control 
algorithm was developed at the Steca fresh water laboratories. It 
permits highly-efficient energy transfer from the primary buffer to 
the secondary drinking water circuit with just a single multifunctio-
nal grundfos direct Sensorstm for measuring flow and temperature. 
oem customers have flexible options for integrating alternative ana-
logue flow meters.

the Steca tf b001 demonstrates its versatility by facilitating speed 
control of both standard glandless pumps and innovative high-ef-
ficiency pumps.

Its minimal dimensions make the Steca tf b001 easy to integrate 
in compact fresh water stations.

a specially-designed switching power supply ensures maximum 
efficiency and economic operation. this is characterised by the ex-
tremely low own consumption of the controller. at the same time, 
the variable input voltage range allows it to be used universally and 
globally.

electronic load control technology protects the unit against over-
loading and installation errors.

In order to guarantee permanent and reliable hygienic drinking 
water supply, the Steca tf b001 performs important system monito-
ring and safety functions, in addition to controller operation. Special 
error displays are shown to allow you to rectify errors rapidly.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: fresh water stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and pulse width modulation (Pwm) ensure 
electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

note:
the Steca tf b001 controller is only available in conjunction with 
domestic hot water systems approved by Steca.

basic systems

system types

basic systems

system types

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: valve assemblies, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the system and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

tH b402 m

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W

Signal inputs 4
4 x temperature (Pt1000)

outputs 2
2 x triac mixer valve control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)

Hydraulic schemes 3

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 350 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

  Steca TH B402 M
return flow mixing controller

the Steca tH b402 m has been developed for the intelligent trig-
gering of a mixing valve in order to increase the return flow tempe-
rature.   

It is used, among other things, to increase the return flow tem-
perature and maintain a constant temperature. as a special feature, 
the Steca tH b402 m has a function with which the return flow tem-
perature can be controlled depending on an external temperature.

the compact designer casing can be superbly integrated into val-
ve assemblies, but can also be installed on walls or top-hat rails.

the Steca tH b402 m has two triac outputs which can be used to 
control a mixing valve.

tf b001

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W (standby)

Input 1
1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

output 1
1 x triac for speed control (r1),

max. 250 w (230 v) or Pwm control signal for pump 
speed (Pwm r1)

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 350 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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Basic system Basic system and circulation function

tf b202

System voltage 115 v aC ... 230 v aC, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1 W (standby)

Inputs 2
2 x temperature (Pt1000)

additional input 1 x Huba Control flow sensor, type 200 dn10
(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 2
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +50 °C

degree of protection IP 22 / DIN 40050 [without front panel: IP 20]

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 160 x 51 mm

weight 350 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TF B202
domestic hot water controller (compact)
the Steca tf b202 is a particularly cost-effective fresh water con-
troller for heating drinking water directly and hygienically using the 
continuous-flow water heating principle, for fresh water stations 
with ranges of 0-20 l/min, 0-40 l/min and 0-80 l/min.

the new intelligent and self-learning control algorithm developed 
in the Steca fresh water laboratory allows a highly efficient transfer 
of energy from the primary buffer to the secondary drinking water 
circuit and uses a multifunctional Huba Control flow sensor for mo-
nitoring the flow rate and temperature. oem customers have flexi-
ble options for integrating alternative analogue flow meters.

the Steca tf b202 demonstrates its versatility by facilitating speed 
control of both standard glandless pumps and innovative high-
efficiency pumps. the Steca tf b202 can also control a circulation 
pump. the controller offers time, temperature or impulse depen-
dent control methods.

Its minimal dimensions make the Steca tf b202 easy to integrate 
in compact fresh water stations. 

a specially-designed switching power supply ensures maximum 
efficiency and economic operation: this reduces own consumption 
to a minimum. the variable input voltage range allows universal use 
of the device worldwide. 

the electronic load control technology provides protection 
against overloading and installation errors.

In addition to the normal control functions, the Steca tf b202 also 
takes over important system monitoring and safety functions. this 
ensures a permanent and safe supply of hygienic drinking water. 
Special error displays are shown to allow you to rectify errors rapidly.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ Installation versions: fresh water stations, wall installation, 
mounting rails

 ∙ wave packet (triac) and pulse width modulation (Pwm) ensure 
electronic rPm control

 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ low power consumption thanks to universal and widerange 
switched-mode power supply

 ∙ variable input voltage range for worldwide controller 
deployment

 ∙ electronic overloading control and protection

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ non-verbal menu navigation
 ∙ manual switch for manual, auto, off

functions 
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)

note: 
the Steca tf b202 controller is only available in conjunction with 
domestic hot water systems approved by Steca.

areas of application: inputs/outputs:

2 2
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 Steca TF A603 MC
domestic hot water controller
the Steca tf a603 mC is a stand-alone domestic hot water con-
troller for heating drinking water directly and hygienically using the 
continuous flow heater principle.

with an all new control algorithm, the Steca tf a603 mC control-
ler is well equipped to channel energy from a buffer storage tank to 
the drinking water circuit with particular speed and efficiency. ow-
ing to its auto-adaptive control algorithm, the controller is capable 
of adjusting to the specific conditions of each system as soon as the 
equipment is initially set up, ensuring a constant hot drinking water 
temperature to address hygienic considerations.

a primary objective in this regard is to keep the return tempe-
rature to the buffer storage tank as low as possible in order to ad-
ditionally increase the efficiency and yield of the solar system. this 
is supported by a zone feed function using water from the buffer 
storage tank via a 3-way switching valve.

the Steca tf a603 mC can also control a circulation pump. In 
doing so, time-based, temperature-based, or pulse-based control 
is possible.

a particular highlight of the Steca tf a603 mC controller is the 
fact that the unit saves the system‘s operating data to a Sd card. 
animated control circuits are displayed on the unit‘s large graphic 
display to visualise the respective system‘s operating statuses. the 
Steca tf a603 mC includes six inputs for recording temperatures or 
pulse values as well as an additional grundfos direct Sensorstm input 
for combined temperature and flow rate measurement. Pumps and 
switching valves are controlled via three outputs, some of which are 
speed controlled.

product features
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ multifunction graphical lCd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of the systems and operating states

operation
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off

functions
 ∙ auto-adaptive control algorithm
 ∙ data logger on Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ thermal disinfection
 ∙ alarm output

note: 
the Steca tf a603 mC controller is only available in conjunction with 
domestic hot water systems approved by Steca.

Basic system Basic system with zone feeding  buffer 
storage tank return

Basic system and circulation function Basic system with zone feeding 
buffer storage tank return 
and circulation function

basic systems

system types

tf a603 mC

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)
1 x switch output relay (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)

or r3 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output or backup heating requirement

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces Sd card, rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

data logging Sd card

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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Steca TF A603 MCK
and Steca TF A603 KS

steca fresh water laboratory
Hydraulic “harp” to 
regulate draw-off volumes

Test stand of a  4-way 
fresh water cascade
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 Steca TF A603 MCK (Master) 
and  Steca TF A603 KS (Slave)
domestic hot water controllers (cascaded) 
the Steca tf a603 mCk and Steca tf a603 kS are fresh water 
controllers for direct hygienic heating of drinking water using the 
continuous-flow water heating principle. the Steca tf a603 mCk 
(master) can be connected to a maximum of three Steca tf a603 kS 
(slaves) to form a four-stage fresh water cascade.

Cascading fresh water stations is a good way of using existing 
standardised, low-cost fresh water stations designed for single and 
two-family homes to provide the larger draw-off capacities needed 
for apartment complexes and multi-story residential buildings.

this allows small draw-off volumes to be implemented for large 
buildings at very good heat transfer ratios because not all of the 
stations need to be operated at the same time. the reliability of the 
hot water supply is increased by this because the cascading makes 
several stations available at the same time.

a new control algorithm in the Steca tf a603 mCk and Steca tf 
a603 kS controllers allows the energy in the buffer tank to be trans-
ferred to the drinking water circuit in an especially fast and efficient 
manner. Immediately after initial commissioning the self-learning 
algorithm in the controllers adapts to the special aspects of each 
respective system to provide a constant drinking water temperature 
under hygienic conditions.

this is performed with the specific aim of achieving the lowest pos-
sible temperature in the return flow to the buffer tank, in order to 
further increase the efficiency and yields of the solar system. this 
is supported by a zone feeding function for the buffer tank water, 
implemented using a 3-way switching valve.

the Steca tf a603 mCk also allows control of a circulation pump 
on a time, temperature or pulse dependent basis.

product features
 ∙ flexible and expandable
 ∙ master-slave concept
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ daily pump start
 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus

displays
 ∙ a multifunction graphical lC display with backlighting shows 
the measurements from the controllers connected to the 
Steca tPC 1 bus.

 ∙ animated representation of the different systems and operating 
states on the display of the Steca tf a603 mCk 

 ∙ 4 leds show the operating states of the Steca tf a603 kS

Cascading functions 
 ∙ auto-adaptive control algorithm
 ∙ data logger on Sd card
 ∙ Heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating
 ∙ thermal disinfection
 ∙ alarm output

operation 
 ∙ multilingual menu navigation
 ∙ Side switch for manual, auto, off (Steca tf a603 mCk) 
 ∙ Side switch for Steca tPC 1 bus addressing (Steca tf a603 kS)

note: 
the Steca tf a603 mCk and Steca tf a603 kS are only available in 
conjunction with a fresh water station approved by Steca.

graphic-display
the Steca tf a603 mCk fresh water controller has a fully animated 
graphical display for displaying information from and operating the 
tf a603 mCk master controller and all Steca tf a603 kS slave con-
trollers. this serves to represent the different system layouts and 
numerous functions in a clearly laid out display that is easy to under-
stand. the strength of this controller lies in its ease of use and high 
level of functionality.

data logging on sd card
the Steca Steca tf a603 mCk stores the operational data 
of the whole system (measurement values of the master 
and all connected slaves) on an Sd card. this can be used 
for evaluation purposes.

bus connection
the system can be expanded by integrating the Steca tf a603 kS 
(slave) fresh water controller in the Steca tPC 1 bus of the tf a603 
mCk (master) fresh water controller. up to three Steca tf a603 kS 
fresh water controllers can be connected as bus slaves. 

tf a603 mCK tf a603 Ks

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
6 x temperature (Pt1000)

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)
outputs 3

2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),
max. 250 w (230 v)

1 x switch output relay (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)
or r3 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output or backup heating requirement

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces Sd card, rS232, rS485 
(Steca tPC 1 bus)

rS232, rS485 
(Steca tPC 1 bus)

data logging Sd card via Steca tf a603 mCk

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050
dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TA 0403
4 inputs, 3 outputs 
the Steca ta 0403 expansion module, with freely programmable 
functions and extra inputs/outputs, was specially developed to ex-
tend the range of applications of our Steca tr 0704 system con-
troller.

the Steca ta 0403 module has four sensor inputs and three out-
puts. Steca tr 0704 system controller provides the control signals 
and power supply via the Steca IS bus. all functions and control 
parameters of the Steca ta 0403 can be set with the user-friendly 
menu of the system controller. up to four Steca ta 0403 modules 
can be operated by a single Steca tr 0704 system controller via the 
IS data bus. the operator of the solar energy system then has the 
possibility of realising individual systems with up to 23 inputs and 
16 outputs. existing systems can be extended at any time through 
the use of extra Steca ta 0403 modules in conjunction with a Steca 
tr 0704 system controller.

product features
 ∙ Steca IS bus networking with the Steca tr 0704 allows the 
realisation of individual systems with up to 23 inputs and 
16 outputs

 ∙ measurement values shown on the Steca tr 0704  
graphical lCd display

 ∙ user-friendly programming of the inputs / outputs by using 
the Steca tr 0704 menu system

 ∙ the Steca tr 0704 provides control signals and voltage 
supply via the Steca IS bus

 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation
 ∙ IP 65 jet waterproof casing

80

160

55

ta 0403

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 1.5 W

Inputs 4
4 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

outputs 3
1 x triac (r1), max. 200 w (230 v)
2 x switch output relay (r2, r3),

max. 800 w (230 v)

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces IS bus

degree of protection IP 65 / dIn 40050 / en 60529

dimensions (X x y x Z) 160 x 80 x 55 mm

weight 350 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

data recording and visualisation 
of measurement data
all measured values recorded from the ta 0403 expansion module(s) 
can also be graphically represented on the Steca tr 0704 system 
controller display. a generously dimensioned data storage system 
allows the measured values from the last 15 days to be displayed in 
the form of a graphical curve. the running times of the pumps over 
the last 15 days, or even the last 13 months, can also be graphically 
displayed for analysis. the irradiation, output and flow values can 
also be displayed over the following periods: 15 days, 13 months, 
the last 5 years, and a 5 year total overview.

Fig 2: Data logger graphics and the menu structure of the Steca TR 0704 controller

Modem Modem

is bus

is bus

is bus

is bus

fault reporting 
output

rs232 serial data bus

rs232 serial data bus

application functions of the steca ta 0403 
expansion module with the steca tr 0704 
solar controller
(schematic representation):
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Example of application 1:
System controller Steca tr 
0603mc with the expansion 
module Steca te a603

Example of application 2: 
System controller Steca 
tr 0603mc with the heating 
controller Steca tH a603 mS 
and the expansion module 
Steca te a603

Example of application 3: 
Heating controller Steca 
tH a603 m with the heating 
controller Steca tH a603 mS 
and the expansion module 
Steca te a603
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Heating controller
Steca TH A603 MS

Expansion module
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Expansion module Expansion module
Steca TE A603
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 Steca TE A603
Expansion module (slave)
the Steca te a603 expansion module facilitates modular expansion 
of the Steca tr 0603mc and Steca tH a603 m system controllers. 
optional functions and system expansions allow these system con-
trollers to be adapted individually to the system to be controlled.

the Steca te a603 includes six inputs for recording temperatures 
or pulse values as well as an additional grundfos direct Sensorstm 
input for combined temperature and flow rate measurement. Pumps 
and switching valves are controlled using three outputs, some of 
which can be speed controlled. up to three Steca te a603 expan-
sion modules can be connected as bus slaves via the Steca tPC 1 
bus to the Steca tr 0603mc or Steca tH a603 m system controller. 
the user friendly menu of the system controller is not only used to 
adjust all functions and parameters of the expansion module, but 
also monitor while it is running. four leds provide information on 
the operating status of the expansion module.

product features
 ∙ flexible and expandable
 ∙ master-slave concept
 ∙ Compact, multipart designer casing
 ∙ electronic speed control
 ∙ High level of operational safety through fault diagnosis
 ∙ Hours-of-operation logger
 ∙ Software update possible
 ∙ Steca tPC 1 bus networking with the Steca tr 0603mc or Steca 
tH a603 m (master) allows the realisation of individual systems

 ∙ Integrated Steca tPC 1 bus
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation

displays
 ∙ measured values via the Steca tr 0603mc graphical lCd display 
or the Steca tH a603 m (master)

 ∙ 4 leds show operating states

operation
 ∙ user-friendly operation by using the Steca tr 0603mc or Steca 
tH a603 m (master) menu system

 ∙ Side button for Steca tPC 1 bus addressing

functions
 ∙ 2 x heat quantity (grundfos direct Sensorstm, pulse generator)
 ∙ active cooling (e.g. to avoid stagnation)
 ∙ Circulation (controlled by temperature / time / pulse)
 ∙ back-up heating (with optimization for solar power)
 ∙ Solid fuel boiler
 ∙ bypass
 ∙ 3 x thermostat
 ∙ 3 x differential thermostat
 ∙ 2 x timer
 ∙ Interval / tube collector
 ∙ anti-legionella cyclical storage tank heating
 ∙ alarm output
 ∙ Synchronised output
 ∙ additional solar storage tank for connected solar  controller
 ∙ booster function
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tE a603

System voltage 230 v (± 15 %), 50 Hz
optional 115 v (± 15 %), 60 Hz

own consumption ≤ 2 W

Inputs 6
5 x temperature (Pt1000)

1 x temperature (Pt1000) or pulse

additional input 1 x grundfos direct Sensorstm

(temperature / flow rate)

outputs 3
2 x triac for speed control (r1, r2),

max. 250 w (230 v)
1 x switch output relay (r3), max. 800 w (230 v)

or r3 voltage free

additional output 1 x alarm output or 1 x voltage free (Selv)

Hydraulic schemes 40

ambient temperature 0 °C ... +45 °C

Interfaces rS232, rS485 (Steca tPC 1 bus)

degree of protection IP 20 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 170 x 170 x 46 mm

weight 450 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

bus connection
by connecting the expansion modules Steca te a603 (Slave) to the 
Steca tPC 1 bus of the system controller Steca tr 0603mc or heating 
controller Steca tH a603 m (master), the corresponding system can 
be expanded.  

Steca TPC 1 bus

Heating controller
Steca TH A603 MS 

Heating controller
Steca TH A603 MS 

Expansion module
Steca TE A603

Heating controller
Steca TH A603 M  

External temperature 
 sensor Steca TA AF1

Remote control 
Steca TA FV1

External temperature 
 sensor Steca TA AF1 sensor Steca TA AF1

Remote control 
Steca TA FV1

Heating controller
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Steca offers optimum system solutions for monitoring one or more solar systems. everything is possi-
ble, from graphical displays to online visualisation! Solar systems, and all the relevant measurements, 
can be displayed on a smart phone, laptop or monitor to provide convenient monitoring. the Internet 
remote display provides a clear online representation of temperature and performance data for analysis. 
measurements can be displayed graphically using Steca software solutions and professionally evaluated 
over long periods of time.

»ProfeSSIonal SyStem monItorIng 
for Permanent CHeCkIng  
and PerformanCe analySIS.« SyStem  

monItorIng

  monitoring 

  software

  accessories

63  SyStem monItorIng  
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 Steca TK RW2
ifa router for online visualisation
the Steca Internet remote display allows permanent monitoring and 
performance analysis of one or more solar energy systems. the Ste-
ca tk rw2 Ifa router allows visualisation of the operation of solar 
thermal systems: temperature and performance data are clearly dis-
played for analysis in an Internet browser window.

this works in a simple way: the Steca tr 0603mc or Steca tr 
a503 ttr solar thermal controllers cyclically send measurements to 
the Ifa router. the Steca tk rw2 processes the data and forwards it 
to a central server via cable modem. the server archives this informa-
tion and presents it visually in the Internet - as system images, gra-
phics, tables, diagrams and even as a slide slow. these visualisations 
can also be sent from the Ifa router to a smartphone or laptop via 
wlan or via mediabox to a monitor* or a projector*. 

not only the momentary values for each solar energy system are 
visualised but also the changes in temperature over time using easy 
to understand diagrams. If a heat meter is also used then, in addi-
tion to momentary values, the system is even capable of displaying 
energy balances and Co2 savings.

by logging in with their personal user name and password the 
operator can use the Internet to monitor their system information 
from any location in the world. 

this allows simultaneous management and monitoring for correct 
operation of multiple systems. the raw data archived  on the server 
can be downloaded for detailed analysis with Steca tS analyzer 
2. Historical information is permanently available for comparative 
monitoring of system functions. this allows malfunctions and the 
origins of faults to be quickly recognised, analysed and corrected, 
which greatly improves the operational reliability of the system.

Solar energy system with two storage tanks displaying the current measured 
temperature values, instantaneous power, daily, annual and total energy balance 
and CO2 saving

Current measured temperature values displayed on the daily diagram

*with HDMI, DVI or composite video input
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server monitoring via 
internet

Cable modemCable modem

steca tr a503 ttr
solar controller with 

micro sd card

monitoring via 
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monitoring via 
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steca tK rW2
ifa router

monitor or 
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or 
LAN

steca tr a503 ttr

mediabox 

server monitoring via 
internetCable modemCable modem

steca tr 0603mc 
solar controller 

with sd card

monitoring via 
smartphone or 

laptop

monitoring via 
smartphone or 

laptop

steca tK rW2
ifa router

monitor or 
projector*

or 
LAN

steca tr 0603mc 

projector*
mediabox 

  steca tr a503 ttr solar controller with the steca tK rW2 ifa router, 
several Wlan clients and an internet connection 
(see set 1)

steca tr 0603mc solar controller with the steca tK rW2 ifa router, 
several Wlan clients and an internet connection
(see set 2)

ifa-router sets
there is is a suitable data cable connection between the Ifa router 
set and the solar controller. various sets are available:

set 1: Steca tk rw2 with uSb/ttl-cable to connect with  Steca tr a503 ttr.
set 2: Steca tk rw2 with serial data cable and uSb adapter to connect with  
           Steca tr 0603mc.

*with HDMI, DVI or composite video input

Ill. similar
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the solar controllers Steca tr a503 ttr and 
 Steca tr 0603mc are able to log all opera-
ting data of the solar system directly to a Sd 
card. the analysis software Steca tS ana-
lyzer 2 is visualizing all that data: tempera-
tures, operating times of pumps, heat flow 
volume und flow – to get comparisons all 
measurements are visualized in plots even in 
longer timeframes. 

In master-slave mode the data of every 
node can be analysed seperatly and compa-
red to others. the monitoring is completing 
the documentation: the state of the solar 
system, errors and alarms will be displayed. 
the software is also featuring an export to 
spreadsheet processing.

because of this digital data acquisition 
and the convenient views in the software 
the user is always in focus of the perfor-
mance of the solar system. the free moni-
toring software is also very easy to use and 
configure individually. 

Steca tr a503 ttr and Steca tr 0603mc 
paired  with the free Software Steca tS ana-
lyzer 2 will continue the success of the glo-
bally sold solar controller series of Steca.

PROFESSIONAL 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
with the steca ts analyzer 2 software

System data based on a hour, day, month, quarter or annual profile

Heat quantity in table form

  Steca TA FV1
remote controller for the 
heating controller steca tH a603 m / ms
If a room guided heating circuit is installed in the building, the remote 
control Steca ta fv1 is required to control the temperature. the 
room temperature sensor Pt1000 is already integrated in the device. 
the rated supply temperature or the required room temperature can 
be controlled conveniently from home via a hand wheel. you can 
force switching from day operation to night-time reduction or night-
time shut-off by turning the wheel all the way to the right or left.

If a weather-guided heating circuit is installed, Steca ta fv1 can 
also be used to determine the room temperature and to reduce or 
increase the supply temperature.

  Steca TA AF1
External temperature sensor for the 
heating controller steca tH a603 m / ms
the Steca ta af1 is a temperature sensor for recording the exter-
nal temperature in weather-guided heating circuits. the recorded 
external temperature is transferred to the heating controllers Steca 
tH a603 m or Steca tH a603 mS, which then set the corresponding 
supply temperature.

In room guided heating circuits, Steca ta af1 can be used optio-
nally to display the external temperature.

a robust, impact-resistant casing protects the external tempera-
ture sensor against the effects of the weather.

product features
 ∙ Simple installation
 ∙ High accuracy
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation

product features
 ∙ Suitable for outdoor installation
 ∙ High accuracy
 ∙ weatherproof, uv-resistant design
 ∙ Screw terminals allow universal and rapid installation
 ∙ IP 65 jet waterproof casing

ta fV1

degree of protection IP 30

dimensions (X x y x Z) 75 x 75 x 25 mm

temperature sensor Pt1000

measuring range -30 °C … +60 °C

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

ta af1

degree of protection IP 65

Cable feed m 16

dimensions (X x y x Z) 64 x 58 x 36 mm

temperature sensor Pt1000

measuring range -50 °C … +90 °C

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

  Steca TA OP1
overvoltage protection
the Steca ta oP1 overvoltage protection unit is a connection socket 
in a splash-proof IP 65 protective casing and serves to protect the 
collector sensor against local lightning strikes and externally induced 
voltage spikes.

a varistor protective diode protects against atmospheric overvol-
tages that can lead to the destruction of the collector sensor. the 
use of the Steca ta oP1 is generally recommended for extra pro-
tection of the collector sensor in any type of solar thermal system. 
In addition, the simple operation of the coil-spring clamps allows 
rapid and simple installation of the collector sensors using a sensor 
extension cable.

product features
 ∙ Spring clamp terminals allow rapid and easy installation
 ∙ IP 65 jet waterproof casing

Electronic protection functions
 ∙ varistors provide secure protection against local lightning strikes 
and externally induced voltage spikes

ta op1

ambient temperature -25 °C ... +70 °C

degree of protection IP 65 / dIn 40050

dimensions (X x y x Z) 80 x 80 x 50 mm

weight 50 g

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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110 (Steca TA VM1)
130 (Steca TA VM2)

90
70

AGZ

ta Vm1 ta Vm2

Pulse rate 1 l/Impuls 10 l/Impuls

nominal diameter dn 15 dn 20

max. operating pressure 
(according dIn 2401)

10 bar

max. operating temperature 90 °C

nominal flow 1.5 m³/h 2.5 m³/h

max. flow 3 m³/h 5 m³/h

Connecting threads on meter body 
according
ISo 228/1 (agZ - Inch)

g ¾ b g 1 b

Connecting threads of couplings according 
dIn 2999 (agv - Inch)

r ½ r ¾

Contact loading (without series resistor) 28 v

Cable length 1.5 m

dimensions (X x y x Z) 110 x 70 x 90 
mm

130 x 70 x 90 
mm

weight 0.8 kg 1 kg

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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 Steca TA VM1 and Steca TA VM2
flow meter
the Steca ta vm1 and Steca ta vm2 flow meters allow flow rate 
measurement of the water/water-glycol heat transfer fluid.

a contact maker (e.g. reed relay) is used to send a pulse to the 
solar thermal controller every time a defined quantity of fluid has 
passed through the system (e.g. 1 litre = 1 impulse or 10 litres = 1 
impulse). at the same time, the controller determines the tempera-
ture difference between the supply and return temperatures and 
then calculates the heat quantity generated, by using this difference, 
the flow rate and the specific material characteristics of the heat 
transfer fluid. the heat quantity calculated is then finally displayed 
by the controller in kwh.

product features
 ∙ Installation and connection dimensions according to 
dIn ISo 4064

 ∙ for horizontal and vertical installation
 ∙ the series is equipped with special 2-point sapphire  bearing and 
stainless-steel axle as a single-jet impeller counter in dry-running 
design with magnetic coupling and has been conceived 
according to the latest  technology

 ∙ to avoid disturbances caused by unclean water, only the impeller 
sits in the fluid path

 ∙ the counter can be rotated for easier reading
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  Steca Pt1000
immersion sensor
Immersion sensors allow temperature recording in liquid and gase-
ous media and are designed for installation in existing immersion 
sleeves or immersion sleeves provided by the customer.

the standard measurement unit contains a Pt1000 temperature 
sensor, according to dIn en 60 751, class b, with a two-core switch.

  Steca Pt1000 RAF
pipe sensor
the Steca Pt1000 raf is a pipe sensor, with tensioning band and 
axial sensor pipe, for temperature recording in ducts and pipes (e.g. 
cold and warm water pipes), or in heating loops.

the standard measurement unit contains a Pt1000 temperature 
sensor, according to dIn en 60 751 class b, in a two-core connection.

  Steca Pt1000 MWT
sheathed resistance thermometer
the properties of the Steca Pt1000 mwt sheathed resistance ther-
mometer make it suitable for use in all measurement locations 
where an application specific installation length, and trouble free 
exchange of the units, is desired.  the good heat transfer between 
the protective pipe and the temperature sensor allow short response 
times and high measurement accuracy. the standard measurement 
unit contains a Pt1000 temperature sensor, according to dIn en 60 
751 class b, in a two-core connection.

product features
 ∙ for installation in immersion sleeves

product features
 ∙ for fastening to pipes, including pipe clamp

product features
 ∙ adjustable immersion depth using a screwed clamping ring

pt1000

measuring range -50 °C ... +230 °C

diameter 6 mm

length silicon cable 1,500 mm

bushing length 50 mm

bushing material stainless steel

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

pt1000 raf

measuring range -50 °C ... +180 °C

diameter 15 mm

length silicon cable 3,000 mm

bushing length 20 mm

bushing material aluminium

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F

pt1000 mWt

measuring range -10 °C … +105 °C

diameter 4.5 mm

length PvC-cable 2,000 mm

bushing length 350 mm

bushing material stainless steel

Screw connection g 1/4“

material of screw connection stainless steel

material of clamping ring stainless steel

Technical data at 25 °C / 77 °F
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Steca has long stood for ideas and innovations as an electronic manufacturing services (emS) provider 
and manufacturer of Steca brand product lines in solar electronics and battery charging systems. as a 
leading supplier of products for the solar electronics industry, Steca sets the international standard for 
the regulation and control of solar energy systems. In the three market segments Pv grid connected, Pv 
off grid and Solar thermal, the Steca brand is synonymous with innovation and vision. In conception, 
development, production and marketing, the company is committed to the highest quality standards.

»SteCa Solar eleCtronICS  
ProduCtS and SolutIonS for  
an eCologICal future.« otHer  

ProduCt areaS

71  otHer ProduCt areaS
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PV OFF GRID 

Solar home systems

Inverter systems

Hybrid systems

STORAGE
READY

98.6 %
peak 
effiency

98.6 %
peak 
efficiency

PV GRID CONNECTED 

1-PHASE

3
3

-PHASE

-PHASE

Commercial systems

Residential systems – Single-phase inverters

Residential systems  – Three-phase inverters
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BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEMS 

Quality

Development

Production

ELECTRONICS SERVICES 

Battery chargers

Stationary systems

Parking bay power supply units
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